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Need another word that means the same as “conglomeration”? Find 13 synonyms and 30
related words for “conglomeration” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Conglomeration” are: conglobation, aggregate, congeries,
collection, cluster, assortment, mix, variety, medley, pot-pourri, miscellany,
selection, combination

Conglomeration as a Noun

Definitions of "Conglomeration" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “conglomeration” as a noun can have the
following definitions:

A sum total of many heterogenous things taken together.
A rounded spherical form.
A number of different things, parts or items that are grouped together; collection.
The process of forming a conglomerate.
An occurrence combining miscellaneous things into a (more or less) rounded mass.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Conglomeration" as a noun (13 Words)

aggregate
Pieces of broken or crushed stone or gravel used to make concrete and in
building.
Use aggregate for the first layer when filling the trench.

assortment A miscellaneous collection of things or people.
A great assortment of cars was on display.

cluster
A group of consonants pronounced in immediate succession, as str in
strong.
Noble metal clusters supported on an acidic carrier.

collection A sum of money raised during a church or charity collection.
The collection of data.

https://grammartop.com/aggregate-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/cluster-synonyms
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combination A sequence of numbers or letters used to open a combination lock.
Combination remedies contain painkiller decongestant and cough soother.

congeries A disorderly collection; a jumble.
A congeries of European states.

conglobation An occurrence combining miscellaneous things into a (more or less)
rounded mass.

medley
A musical composition consisting of a series of songs or other musical
pieces from various sources.
The junior 4×50 m medley relay.

miscellany A group or collection of different items; a mixture.
A miscellany of houses.

mix An event that combines things in a mixture.
The mixing of sound channels in the recording studio.

pot-pourri A collection containing a variety of sorts of things.

selection
A plot of land acquired by selection.
There has been more than enough time for selection to generate specific
DNA sequences of the required length.

variety A collection containing a variety of sorts of things.
The centre offers a variety of leisure activities.
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Usage Examples of "Conglomeration" as a noun

A loose conglomeration of pieces.
The practice of media conglomeration.

Associations of "Conglomeration" (30 Words)

accrete Grow or become attached by accretion.
The gas will cool and then accrete to the galaxy s core.

aggregate Amount in the aggregate to.
He set the pace with a one over par aggregate of 151.

armful A large quantity.
A shop assistant scuttled into the changing rooms with an armful of clothes.

https://grammartop.com/aggregate-synonyms
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behemoth
A huge or monstrous creature.
Shoppers are now more loyal to their local shops than to faceless
behemoths.

big Larger than other items of the same kind.
Set out for the big city.

bulky Of large size for its weight.
A bulky carrier bag.

colossal (of a statue) at least twice life size.
Colossal crumbling ruins of an ancient temple.

complex Make an atom or compound form a complex with another.
A leisure complex.

complexity A factor involved in a complicated process or situation.
An issue of great complexity.

cumbersome Difficult to handle or use especially because of size or weight.
A cumbersome piece of machinery.

diversity A range of different things.
A diversity of possibilities.

elephantine
Of, resembling, or characteristic of an elephant or elephants, especially in
being large, clumsy, or awkward.
There was an elephantine thud from the bathroom.

enormity
(in neutral use) large size or scale.
In careful usage the noun enormity is not used to express the idea of great
size.

enormous Very large in size, quantity, or extent.
The possibilities are enormous.

gargantuan Enormous.
A gargantuan appetite.

gigantic Of very great size or extent; huge or enormous.
Gigantic disappointment.

immense Extremely large or great, especially in scale or degree.
Immense numbers of birds.

largeness The capacity to understand a broad range of topics.
The might have repercussions of unimaginable largeness.

leviathan A thing that is very large or powerful, especially an organization or vehicle.
It s a challenge to navigate a wheeled leviathan in rush hour traffic.

mammoth So exceedingly large or extensive as to suggest a giant or mammoth.
A mammoth corporation.

https://grammartop.com/behemoth-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/gigantic-synonyms
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massive Large and heavy or solid.
A massive rampart of stone.

oversize Larger than normal for its kind.

oversized Bigger than the usual size.
An oversized T shirt.

ratio The relative magnitudes of two quantities (usually expressed as a quotient.
The ratio of men s jobs to women s is 8 to 1.

sized Having a specified size.
Comfortably sized rooms.

stature (of a standing person) the distance from head to foot.
She was small in stature.

stupendous Extremely impressive.
Stupendous demand.

titanic Of great force or power.
A series of titanic explosions.

tremendous Extremely good or impressive; excellent.
The crew did a tremendous job.

vast An immense space.
The vast accumulation of knowledge which we call civilization.

https://grammartop.com/ratio-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/tremendous-synonyms

